The Transit System

6. The Transit System
Public transit is an integral part of the multimodal transportation
system Lincoln Park. This chapter describes the existing network of
transit routes and levels of transit service in the neighborhood. It
provides an assessment of conditions related to the connectivity and
accessibility of the existing transit service for transit users within the
neighborhood.

Service Design & Function
Transit service in Lincoln Park is provided by the Duluth Transit
Authority (DTA), which provides both fixed-route service and paratransit (or “on-demand”) service throughout the Duluth-Superior
Image source: MIC (2015)

F I g u r e 6.1 | A DTA west mainline bus making a stop on Superior Street
near the Garfield Avenue transfer point to Superior, Wisconsin.

metropolitan area. Whereas the fixed-route service is available to
anyone, the DTA’s para-transit service (a.k.a. STRIDE) is only available
for riders with cognitive or physical disabilities.
There are also two inter-city transit providers that serve the DuluthSuperior metro area: Jefferson lines provides service between
communities along I-35 between Duluth and the Twin Cities, and LSC
Coaches provides a commuter service between Clouquet, MN and
Duluth. LSC Coaches offers one morning trip to Duluth (evening trip
from Duluth) Monday-Friday. Jefferson lines offers one morning
arrival/departure and one afternoon arrival/departure seven days a
week, including holidays. While neither line directly serves stops
within Lincoln Park, both services can be accessed via the DTA routes.
Transit routes & Key transfer points:
Lincoln Park is served by eight different transit routes, which utilize
6.7 miles of streets within the study area. Approximately 4.5 miles are
shared between multiple bus routes. That arrangement creates a
situation where riders have many options to make transfers between
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routes at a wide variety of bus stops throughout the neighborhood.

also identifies what are perhaps the two most important bus stops for
making transfers: W 2nd Street & 21st Avenue W and Superior Street &
Garfield Avenue.

40th Ave W

relation to the eleven sub-areas that were established in Chapter 3. It

24th Ave W

Map 6.1 shows the eight route segments in the neighborhood in

W 3rd St

The No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 routes travel latterly across the hillside,

W 2nd St
& 21st Ave W
Superior St

using W 3rd Street, 21st Avenue W, and Superior Street. Those routes

Superior St &
Garfield Ave

constitute the west mainline of the DTA’s transit system, which is the
part of the system that produces the greatest ridership in the DuluthSuperior metro area.
Another lateral route, the No. 4, runs along Superior Street, paralleling
and providing connections above and below the west mainline. That
route serves the uses along Superior Street southwest of 21st Avenue

M a p 6.1 | Transit routes and key transfer points within the Lincoln Park
study area

W, which are mostly commercial. It also travels up 40th Avenue W
and W 8th Street, which is principally residential.
Routes No. 5 and No. 9 provide transit service up and down the
hillside, using 24th Avenue W, 21st Avenue W, and US 53. Route 5
connects to Lake Superior College off of US Hwy 53, and Route 9
serves the residences between the park and US Hwy 53. Both routes
provide connections between the Lincoln Park neighborhood and Lake
Superior College and the Miller Hill Mall commercial center. Route 5
also provides service to the Duluth International Airport.
Consequently, the bus stops nearest the US 53 ramps on 21st Avenue
W are critical transfer points where riders on the mainline can wait for
connecting buses to take them up the hillside. That bus stop has
shelters for those who seek cover from inclement weather while

Image source: MIC (2014)

waiting for their connecting buses (see Figure 6.2).

F i g u r e 6.2 | The bus stop at W 2nd Street & 21st Avenue W

Last, but not least, is the No. 16 route, which uses Garfield Avenue to

The bus stops at W 2nd Street & 21st Avenue W are important transfer
points for riders making transfers between west mainline buses and
buses traveling up and down the hillside.

access the Blatnik Bridge (US-535) and provide service between the
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City of Superior, WI and Downtown Duluth. The bus stop at the
southwest corner of the Garfield Avenue & Superior Street intersection
is likewise a crucial transfer point for eastbound riders who wish to
connect with buses heading to the City of Superior. That stop also has
a transit shelter (see Figure 6.3).
Observations made during this study suggest that, at times, the shelters
at the two transfer points occasionally do not provide enough space for
the number of passengers who wait there during inclement weather.
Service coverage:
Image source: MIC (2014)

One way of assessing the suitability of how transit routes are designed

F i g u r e 6.3 | The bus stop at Superior Street & Garfield Avenue W

is to apply the concept of transit-supportive areas. The Transportation

The bus stop at the southwest corner of Superior Street & Garfield Avenue is an
important transfer point for riders eastbound transit riders whishing to travel to
Superior, WI.

Research Board (TRB) has recommended a density of 3 or more
households per acre as a standard measure of whether an area is
transit-supportive or not. The TRB has also established a walking
distance of ¼ mile (approximately three city blocks) from a busway as
a threshold value that most people are willing to walk to access transit.
Using the same criteria, Map 6.2 at right shows the location of DTA
route segments within the Lincoln Park study area and sub-areas that
were discussed in Chapter 3. The segments overlay the transitsupportive areas (areas in yellow) identified in the neighborhood.
More than 90% of those areas are within three blocks of a busway, and
therefore service coverage is considered good in Lincoln Park.
Service availability:
Map 6.2 also displays the route segments using different line widths.
The line widths represent the relative service availability based on a
combination of the service span (i.e. daily hours of service), the
frequency of service, and the number of individual bus routes that use
the segment. For the purposes of conducting a general planning-level

M a p 6.2 | Transit-supportive areas and relative service levels of transit routes
within Lincoln Park

assessment of service quality, these characteristics were indexed and
combined into a relative “service score” (see Table A.1 (page 136) in
this document’s appendices). When considering those relative scores
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against the backdrop of the transit-supportive areas, it can be seen that
the route segment with the greatest level of service – the west mainline
(W 3rd Street, 21st Avenue W, and Superior Street) – is optimally
located to serve the concentrations of transit-supportive areas in the
Lincoln Park neighborhood. It is worth noting, however, that the same
level of service coverage does not exist in adjacent areas directly
outside the study area.
Service span:

The hours within the day during which transit service is provided are
another important element in the design of transit service. Figure 6.4

Image source: Google Earth (2015)

compares the total weekly hours of operation for each of the routes in

F I g u r e 6.4 | Hours of operation for transit routes traveling
through the Lincoln Park study area

Lincoln Park, while Table 6.1 (at right) breaks down those totals down
by the hours each route is operating during the week, on Saturdays,
and on Sundays. These parameters are important because the value of
a service to users is in having it available at the times they need it.
From Table 6.1, it can be seen that the service span of nearly every

route is reduced by approximately 20% on Saturdays, and - for a
majority of them - are cut by about 50%, or eliminated completely on
Sundays. The Route 1 buses do not run at all on the weekend, which is
okay, since the other mainline routes (2 and 3) continue to operate.
However, Route 4 is not offered at all on Sundays, and Route 5 to the
Airport only operates for approximately 5 hours.
The TRB has offered a level-of-service (LOS) range for service span that

Image source: Google Earth (2015)

is similar to the one shown for automobile travel in Chapter 4 on page

T a b l e 6.1 | Hours of operation for transit routes traveling through
the Lincoln Park study area

43. That range is shown in Table 6.2. TRB states that transit service
becomes fairly inflexible at a service span of 12 to 13 hours (LOS D) for
riders who need earlier or later access to destinations.
Although the DTA and MIC have heard public requests for transit
service to run later on weekdays and on the weekends, it was not

T a b l e 6.2: |
Level of Service (LOS)
ratings for hours of transit
service available

something that was heard much during the stakeholder engagement
efforts for this study (see Chapter 2). Because the Lincoln Park
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neighborhood has a substantial amount of low-income households,

stakeholder outreach for this study. A couple of comments were

however, it is believed that a number of residents could be interested in

received, however, regarding the timing of transfers to/from the Route

using transit to access early morning (e.g. before 6am) or late evening

5 and Route 9 buses at the W 2nd Street & 21st Ave W transfer point.

(e.g. after 10pm) job opportunities, both during the week and on

Riders have reportedly missed their connections at this location on

weekends.

occasion because buses did not arrive on time. A study of the daily

Service frequency:
The frequency of buses is another crucial aspect of service design. It
has implications regarding how long people have to wait for a bus, or

how convenient it will be to make connections with other routes.

schedules of the various routes show that, throughout the weekday, for
instance, there are seven occurrences where westbound mainline buses
arrive with 1 minute or less for riders to connect with the Route 9 bus,

and ten more occasions where those riders have 6 minutes or less.

Route frequency can have significant impacts on how a rider can plan

At the time of this study, the DTA was undertaking a system-wide

out the other activities of their day, and whether they can even access

modeling effort of routes and route timing and were looking at ways to

activities due to timing.

improve the reliability of transfer times at the 21st Ave W stop as part

For the routes in the Lincoln Park study area, the wait times (a.k.a.
headway) between DTA buses vary throughout the day and between
routes. Buses run more frequently on the weekdays during, and
during peak travel periods. Figure 6.5 on the following page displays

the number of buses that run per hour in the neighborhood, by route,
for Weekdays and Saturdays. The set of graphs show that, with the
exception of the west mainline segment (Routes 1, 2, and 3) the
frequency of buses is typically one or two per hour during the non-

of that effort. Pending the results of the modeling, the MIC is
disinclined to make recommendations regarding the scheduling of
DTA buses, other than to say that increases in the frequency of the
Route 5, Route 5 buses, Route 16 buses (if financially feasible) could

potentially both increase options for riders and ameliorate situations
involving tight headways.

Connectivity, Access, & Demand

peak periods. This means average headways of between 30 minutes

When it comes to fixed-route transit, connectivity is a matter of how

and 1 hour, which does require transit users to significantly plan their

well the physical routes are designed to get concentrations of residents

day’s routines around the bus schedule and potentially endure long

to destinations of interest within the region. Accessibility, on the other

wait times, especially if failing to meet necessary connections to other

buses.

hand, is a matter of how close the transit vehicles can get to the main
entries of those destinations, as well as how easy and convenient it is
for riders to move between those destinations and their bus seats.

Research compiled by the TRB indicates that 20 minutes is a maximum
desirable wait time for transit riders, and that headways longer than 20

Regional connectivity:

minutes represent lower levels of service, unattractive to non-transit-

Map 6.3 on page 71 shows how the segments of transit routes in the

dependent riders. That said, the MIC encountered almost no negative

Lincoln Park neighborhood fit into the larger transit system for the

input about the frequency of Lincoln Park bus service during

Duluth-Superior metropolitan area. A selection of key regional
destinations and activity centers are also identified on the map, and as
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F I g u r e 6.5 | Weekday and Saturday frequency
of buses in the Lincoln Park neighborhood
Routes 1, 2, and 3 follow the same street alignments within
the Lincoln Park neighborhood. Their combined operation
results in a weekday frequency of four buses per hour, per
direction, during the midday. Taken together, this
represent the strongest level of transit service in the
neighborhood. That level of service, however, is
substantially reduced during the weekend—both in terms
of frequency and total hours of operation.
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• DLH Airport

•

Miller Hill Mall
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• Lake
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•

Duluth
Zoo
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• UMN Duluth

•

Spirit Valley
Commercial
District

• Downtown Superior
• UW Superior

M a p 6.3 | Transit routes connecting Lincoln Park to key destinations and activity
centers in the Duluth-Superior metropolitan area
In general, the DTA’s Regular Route service provides the Lincoln Park study area with good
connection to major activity centers in the metropolitan area.
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the map shows, the DTA system provides good connectivity to those

does not have ready access to/from transit. Even though the west

destinations. A more in-depth spatial analysis that included a wider

mainline routes (routes 1, 2, and 3) are within the acceptable 0.25 mile

range of destinations was conducted by the MIC which continued to

threshold for walking distance and the Route 4 is only 0.10 miles

support that general conclusion. However, one specific area of

away, both distances are still a challenge for carrying groceries.

improvement in connectivity identified by Lincoln Park residents

Various requests have been made to the DTA to, at a minimum,

and other stakeholders was access to grocery stores - an important

move the Route 4 from Ramsey Street to Bristol Street, but there is a

consideration, given the percentages of lower income residents and

residential density along Ramsey Street that produces significant

households with no vehicle ownership.

ridership, including from a senior living facility with residents with

There are approximately eight grocery stores in the metropolitan area
that are accessible by existing DTA routes. Access every one of those
stores, however, requires Lincoln Park residents to either walk

ambulatory difficulties. At the time of this study, the DTA was in
discussions with community organizations to explore possible
solutions to improve transit accessibility to the Super One.

significant distances or make transfers to other route. This makes

Neighborhood demand for transit:

transit very inconvenient to use to shop for groceries. The nearest

As already stated in this chapter and in Chapter 3, the demographics

grocery store to the neighborhood is the Super One in the Spirit

of the Lincoln Park neighborhood make it an important

Valley commercial district. However, as seen in Figure 6.6, this store

neighborhood to serve with public transit. The information on page
23 of Chapter 3 identified the concentrations of low-income, senior

citizens, and those without vehicle ownership. It showed that subareas 4, 5, 7, and 8 stand out as having the highest concentrations of
those characteristics, and are thus important from a public transit
perspective.
Ambulatory difficulty and slope are two other factors that impact the
Bristol St

accessibility of a transit route. For this study, both factors were
included with the other three mentioned above in an analyzing
potential local demand for transit. Using the sub-area structure

established in Chapter 3, the five factors were indexed and combined
to create composite scores of residential demand potential for transit
Image source: Google Earth, modified by MIC (2015)

F i g u r e 6.6 | Location of bus lines relative to the Super One grocery
store in West Duluth
The existing west mainline buses and the Route 4 buses do not provide convenient
access to the closest supermarket to Lincoln Park.

for each sub-area. The results of that analysis are shown in Map 6.4
on the following page, and a table of the individual scores can be
found on page 137 in the appendices of this document.
In Map 6.4, the areas with the deepest shade of yellow are those with
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the strongest residential demand scores. Also shown in the map are
the relative service scores of the different route segments in the study
area. By comparing the two sets of scores, it can be seen there is a fairly
good match between the position of the west mainline service and the
sub-areas with the highest residential demand scores.
Map 6.5 (bottom left) shows bus stop count data that was provided to
the MIC by the DTA. The different sizes of the circles in that map
indicate the relative numbers of people either boarding or alighting a

bus at those stops on an average weekday. When comparing the
information in the map with that of Map 6.4, the residential demand
scores appear fairly consistent with the DTA’s count data. A slight
difference is noted with respect to the strong demand in Sub-area 9.
That area is the neighborhood’s central business district, and thus high
M a p 6.4 | Geographic comparison of transit service scores with transit demand
scores for Lincoln Park sub-areas

levels of transit activity would be expected. However, when
accounting for the factors of slope and the ambulatory difficulties of
the residential population in Sub-area 4, that zone has the greatest

Transit Demand Score. In fact, more than half of the sidewalks in Subarea 4 are at slopes in excess of 5% - a significant challenge for those
with ambulatory difficulty. All that in mind, it is important to take
note of the relative distance that residents in Sub-area 4 have to access
the Route 9 connection to the mall area. Crossing a straight path from
the SW edge of Sub-area 4 to 24th Avenue W is a distance of about 0.8
miles and crosses over the neighborhood’s iconic park, which has its
own slope issues, and no paved connections that cut cross it.

US 53 as a barrier:
US Highway 53 also represents a substantial impediment to accessing
transit in the neighborhood, As a four-lane, grade separated roadway,
it is difficult for residents living on its eastern side to access the transit
M a p 6.5 | Average daily boardings and alightings at bus stops within the Lincoln
Park study area

routes on its western side. Some pedestrian-crossing elements were
included as part of the 2003 reconstruction project. There are two
bridge crossings and one tunnel crossings, each supported with
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sidewalk connections, stairs and ramps in order to access both the
Route 9 and Route 5 (see Figure 6.7). These connections are logically

Transit
shelter

spaced at about 1/4 mile apart, which is appropriate, but the slope of
the hillside must be kept in mind, as people are less inclined to walk
distances to access transit on a slope.
A fourth connection that likely draws pedestrians is the intersection
of W 10th Street because of its close and lateral proximity to the only
transit shelter for Route 9 on the hillside. This intersection, however,
is not signalized and provides no support for pedestrian crossings.
The visibility of pedestrians to motorists is also limited due to the
curvature of US 53 there. Therefore, the demand for, and safety of,
crossings at this intersection should be studied to determine if and
what kind of support would be needed.
The park as a barrier to transit:
Though an asset of immense value to the neighborhood, the park

Image source: Google Earth, modified by MIC (2015)

F i g u r e 6.7 | Pedestrian ways across US 53 to access transit
There are three established ways for pedestrians to cross US 53 without directly
crossing the stream of high-speed traffic. A logical crossing spot to get to the only
transit shelter on Route 9 in the neighborhood is to W 10th Street, which has no
support for pedestrian crossings.

itself represents an impediment to accessing transit. As with Subarea 4, the park also contains significant slopes. It runs
approximately 1/2 mile up the hillside, with Miller Creek also
vertically dividing much of the park into two pieces. It is not easily
traversed from every point along its border, but there is a

Sub-area 4

combination of paved trails, roadways, and bridges that already exist
in the park that could be further built upon in order to provide a
lateral connection across the middle of the park. Constructed to be
ADA accessible, such a connection would help to allow a diversity of
transit users to cross the park to get to the Routes 9 and 5 without
having to travel all the way around the park, and minimizing the
amount of slope they would have to travel. The path should be made
wide enough to accommodate both pedestrians and cyclists. Since all
DTA buses are equipped with bike racks, such a pathway would be a
multimodal improvement for both residents and park visitors

Image source: Google Earth, modified by MIC (2015)

F i g u r e 6.8 | Suggested path across Lincoln Park to access transit
The length and topography of the iconic Lincoln Park create a unique barrier for
residents living west of the park to access the mall-bound buses. Creating a paved
trail connection mid way through the park could improve access.
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wishing to access transit. Figure 6.8 (previous page) offers one
suggested alignment, using the existing bridge in the park.
Lincoln Park Middle School:
Another important challenge of connection and accessibility in the
neighborhood is the isolated site of the middle school in the
neighborhood. As shown in Figure 6.9, the school is located away
from the transit lines. Issues of distance and slope also make walking
between the school and the transit routes difficult for many people.
Lack of accessibility to the school by transit was an issue that was
emphasized by stakeholders during this study. Low-income parents
without personal vehicles have found it difficult to attend meetings,

Image source: Google Earth, modified by MIC (2015)

F i g u r e 6.9 | Location of the middle school relative to transit

parent/teacher conferences, and other events held at the school, and

The Lincoln Park Middle School is located atop steep topography and away from
the transit lines. This creates challenges for employees and parents of students
who may wish to, or need to, use public transit to access the school.

requests have been made to the DTA to run buses to the site.
The DTA has determined that adding a trip to the school site is both
cost-prohibitive and problematic for timing route connections. One

possible solution that has been discussed between the DTA and

Middle school shuttle: Concept A

Middle school shuttle: Concept B

F I g u r e 6.10 | Concept alternatives for a
middle school shuttle / DTA bus transfer point
One possible solution for improving connectivity
between the Lincoln Park Middle School and DTA
service is to shuttle passengers to/from the DTA bus
stop on W 3rd Street.

Source of images: Google Earth, modified by MIC (2015)
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school officials is to enhance the intersection of Lincoln Park Middle

particular, for the benefit of youth who may be wishing to access the

School Drive & W 3rd Street at the bottom of the hill to serve as a

facility for recreational activities. Earlier requests have been made to

transfer point between the DTA buses and a van shuttle operated by

the DTA to swing the Route 4 down to Michigan Street in order to pick

the school. Issues of topography, available right-of-way, parcel

up/drop off riders in front of the Heritage Center. The radii of existing

ownership, and funding would still need to be studied, but Figure 6.10

intersections in the area, however, are too small to accommodate the

on the previous page offers two alternative concepts for the circulation

turning buses. In light of this, the concept shown in Figure 6.11 was

of the shuttle and the placement of bus shelters for waiting riders.

discussed as a solution. It aims to capitalize on an existing spur trail

Concept A would require creating an access between Chestnut Street

between the Cross City Trail along Superior Street and Michigan Street.

and Lincoln Park Middle School Drive. Concept B involves creating a

It may be feasible to install a bus shelter along Superior Street and

cul-de-sac. Both concepts would require riders to walk approximately

enhanced pedestrian crossing treatments such as a high visibility cross

150ft—200ft between the shuttle pick-up and the DTA stops and would

walk, and high visibility crossing signs to better serve those wishing to

be best supported with a crosswalk and enhanced pedestrian crossing

access the Heritage center by transit.

treatment on W 3rd Street to increase pedestrian visibility.
Connection to Heritage Center:

Future Land Use Changes

Another issue of connectivity that was identified during this study was

The demand for and accessibility of transit will be affected by changes

the lack of transit connection to the Clyde Iron/Heritage Center. In

in both land use patterns and transportation infrastructure over time.

Though future conditions cannot really be predicted in the present,
there are a few changes currently being considered, planned, or
observed which, nevertheless, have certain implications for transit in
the neighborhood.
Zoning changes along Superior Street:
A number of zoning changes are being considered in the development
of the City of Duluth’s small area plan (SAP) for the neighborhood.
Most of these would be supportive of increased transit along Superior

Street. In particular, an extension of the F-5 zoning district eight blocks
further southwest along Superior Street would influence future
redevelopment there to follow a denser, mixed-use pattern, with
Source of images: Google Earth, modified by MIC (2015)

buildings up to the street. Similarly, the proposal to change the

F I g u r e 6.11 | Concept for transit connection to the Heritage Center

industrial zoning in Sub-area 10 increases the potential for additional

A transit shelter and enhanced pedestrian crossing could complement the existing
spur trail to the Cross City Trail in order to create better connection between the
Clyde Iron/Heritage Center and Route 4

commercial activity in the area. The increased density and activity in
that area would also likely create greater demand for service along the
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Route 4. The locations of these areas are shown in Figure 6.12 at left.
With redevelopment projects in these areas, there will be
opportunities to incorporate transit amenities, such as ample waiting
spaces for passengers, bus pull-outs, benches, or even transit shelters.
W 3rd Street corridor:
W 3rd Street is already a very transit-supportive corridor, but also has
the potential for more mixed-use activities to develop along it in the
future. This might occur through redevelopment of existing
structures. However, the density and form requirements of the M-N
zoning district that encompasses W 3rd Street are not as strong as the
F-5 district on Superior Street, and redevelopment could actually
Image source: MIC (2015)

transition to a less-dense, less transit-friendly pattern, especially

F i g u r e 6.12 | Possible zoning changes that could support transit

further southwest along the corridor where the density begins to

Changing the industrial zoning between Superior St and I-35 to a Mixed UseBusiness (MU-B) district, as well as extending the existing F-5 district would be
positive for transit. Adding special transit overlay zoning to the W 3rd Street
corridor would further protect the existing transit-friendly patterns there.

lessen. This is a phenomenon that is already being observed beyond
the Grand Avenue & W 46th Street, where new redevelopment is
taking on a more suburban and less transit-friendly form (see Figure
6.13).
Such a shift away from density would undermine the success of the
already important west mainline of the DTA’s system. This shift
could be avoided with some added zoning protection. One way of
doing this without redrawing the actual zoning districts is for the City
of Duluth to create a thin Transit Overlay zone that adds a few
additional density and setback requirements to only the land parcels
that are directly along the corridor (see Figure 6.11 at top left).
Wade Stadium & Wheeler Field area:

Image source: MIC (2014)

F i g u r e 6.13 | Current redevelopment along the west
mainline transit routes
The trend in recent redevelopment occurring further westward down
the W 3rd Street/Grand Avenue corridor has been to site buildings
away from the street and place sizeable parking lots in front. This
trend is not supportive of walkable, transit-friendly environment.
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A specific change that is planned along the W 3rd Street corridor is to
create a stronger connection between Wade Stadium and Wheeler
Fields and to promote a mix of commercial and recreational activities
within that area. Such a change could generate greater demand for
transit at the location, and so the design of redevelopment could
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accommodate that demand with bus pull-outs, shelters, or other
transit amenities (see Figure 6.14).
Can of Worms redesign:
As mentioned in previous chapters, MnDOT has begun considering a
variety of redesign concepts for the I-35/I-535/US 53 interchange, as
they anticipate needing to replace much of structure within
approximately 20 years. Some of the ideas they are considering
include lowering the elevated section of US 53 to at-grade and
converting the freeway ramps at 21st Avenue W into an intersection
or a roundabout. These concepts would greatly impact the design and

Image source: Google Earth, modified by MIC (2015)

operation of a key transfer point and one the DTA’s biggest stops for

F i g u r e 6.14 | Wade Stadium & Wheeler Fields:
Opportunity for future transit-support development and an
enhanced transit stop

riders. This potential change would be another reason for the DTA
and City of Duluth to consider making 24th Avenue W the main
transfer point for connecting different routes. That said, any redesign
of the freeway ramps should include accommodations will likely need
to continue serving the strong transit demand that is generated from

A long-range vision of the City of Duluth is to enhance connections
between Wades Stadium and Wheeler Fields. The change will likely be
market driven and could a variety of forms anywhere within the blue
area in the image above. Any such developments along the transit
route could be complemented with an enhanced transit stop.

the Midtowne Manner high rise apartments. This would include
relocating existing shelters and possibly installing pull-outs for buses
(see Figure 6.15).

Transit Maintenance & Operations
Successful transit service depends on user demand, while the
efficiency and quality of that service relies on maintaining adequate
funding. In recent years, however, the DTA’s cost for operating the
same levels of service for its regular-route buses has been increasing at
an average rate of 4% per year, while its funding (including federal
aid, state aid, and local taxes) has only grown about 2% per year (see
Figure 6.15 on the next page). This means that the DTA has had to
increasingly rely on returns of investments and other ancillary
resources to fill in the growing gap. Making matters worse is an
ongoing concern of possible cuts in federal and state funding.

Image source: Google Earth, modified by MIC (2015)

F i g u r e 6.15 | W 2nd Street & 21st Avenue W: Potential
impact from future redesign of I-35/I-35/US 53 interchanges
Some concept alternatives for a future reconstruct of the “Can of
Worms” interchange include bringing the raised portion of US 53 to
ground level. This could significantly impact DTA operations at a key
stop for making route transfers.
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As this study’s analysis of service frequency and service span have
shown, the Lincoln Park routes—with exception of the west mainline
routes—are providing a basic, or even minimal level of service. The
possibility of future reductions in funding could further reduce those
levels.
Funding for public transit is largely contingent on the will of
legislative bodies that seek justification for public expenditures.
Transit investment becomes more justifiable when there is greater

ridership demand, and a big part of inducing demand is to ensure
convenient, high-quality service. This can include everything from
* Includes federal aid, state aid, and local taxes
Data source: MN Office of the State Auditor (2014)

the frequency of buses to the placement of transit shelters.

F i g u r e 6.16 | Comparison of DTA annual operating costs, revenues,
and grants (excluding STRIDE shares): 2009-2013

In light of this, the DTA, in concert with the City of Duluth, should

While the DTA’s operating revenues (4.4% annual increase) increased faster than
its operating costs (3.9% annual increase), it satisfies only a small portion of those
costs. Comparatively, operating grants for the DTA’s regular route service only
grew at an average rate of 2.2% per year between 2009 and 2013.

seek ways to make meaningful improvements to service in Lincoln
Park in incremental and cost-effective ways. Just as importantly, the
City of Duluth should strive to encourage future development
projects along existing transit routes to incorporate transit-friendly
form and design elements, and amenities (e.g. pull-outs, shelter space,
benches, etc.).

Chapter Conclusion
The information provided in this chapter demonstrates the
importance of transit in Lincoln Park and recognizes that the DTA’s
existing transit system is well designed to serve the residents of the
neighborhood. There is, however, some room for improvement, much

of which will require coordination between the DTA and the City of
Duluth to achieve over time.
Data source: National Transit Database (2014)

Below is a summary of the considerations and concepts provided in

F i g u r e 6.17 | Comparison of DTA regular route passenger trips and
revenue miles operated: 2009—2013

the chapter. They reflect the existing conditions and future potentials

The number of trips pervaded and route miles traveled were maintained at the
same levels between the years 2009 and 2013.

three planning perspectives which framed the study.
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identified during the study, and are discussed in the context of the

The Transit System
Multimodal integration:
Transit is multimodal by nature; getting to or from a bus usually
necessitates a pedestrian trip. Because the majority of Lincoln Park
residents are within the recommended 1/4 mile walking distance from
a DTA route, the system can be considered already fairly integrated. It
must be recognized, however, that much of the neighborhood sits on

DTA and City of Duluth collaborate efforts and be poised to seize upon
them when they do. A number of the recommendations are also
multimodal in nature and represent opportunities to maximize public
investment dollars. Such opportunities could be approached as costsharing ventures - such as a possible cooperation between the ISD 709
and the DTA to operate a shuttle connection between the middle school

the Duluth hillside, and that slopes and other impediments in Lincoln

and the west mainline bus routes. In a climate of diminishing

Park do create challenges for accessing transit for some individuals. A

resources, to strategically coordinate the objectives of multiple partners

number of suggestions have been made for how to lessen the effect of

will likely be critical to achieving transportation infrastructure goals.

these impediments to be barriers for people. Some incorporate other

Future opportunities:

modes, such as integrating with a shuttle service to improve DTA
access to the middle school. Others involve using paved trails to either
access transit, or for transit riders to access activity centers not along
existing routes, like the Heritage Center complex. Since all DTA buses
are equipped with bike racks, connecting trails to bus stops is a logical
multimodal objective for this neighborhood.

The potential for future changes in land use and infrastructure pose
both opportunities and challenges for the transit routes in Lincoln Park.
Zoning changes being considered as part of the City of Duluth’s SAP
would promote development patterns conducive to transit, yet more
could be done in that vein to protect the transit-friendly nature of W 3rd
Street – an integral part of the DTA system’s west mainline.

Public investment:

Meanwhile, some of the concepts being considered for a future rebuild

With the exception of the west mainline, current levels of service for

of the “Can of Worms” interchange would impact the primary transfer

transit in Lincoln Park are modest. The possibility of future reductions

stop for all West Duluth routes. It is recommended that MnDOT, the

in funding threatens to further reduce those levels. Lowering levels of

DTA, and the City of Duluth remain in close communication

service, however, tend to drive demand even lower, which further

throughout the entire planning process for the interchange.

makes it difficult to justify increases in public funding for transit. An
antidote to this is to do everything that can reasonably be done to make
transit more accessible and convenient. And this is the spirit from
which a number of this chapter’s recommendations are offered.
The recommendations include improving access to buses, making
better connections, and aligning city zoning ordinances with the goal of
promoting land use patterns and urban forms that are transit-friendly.
A number of the recommendations will require additional investment
and likely cannot all be done anytime soon. That said, however,
unique opportunities arise from time to time, and it is advised that the
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The Transit System
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This map represents the percent of average daily traffic in on
MnDOT highway segments in 2012. The letters in the map
correspond to data in Table 3.X on the previous page. The slight
growth in % HCAADT near 46th Ave W (Segment A) and the “Can
of Worms” interchange (segments D and G) suggests more of
the area’s heavy truck traffic may be accessing the Lincoln Park
neighborhood than in previous years.
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can be found in Table 3.X on the following page.
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